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General Relativity (1915):

G 8 TGμν = 8πTμν
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Teoria Wielkiego Wybuchu:

-prawo Hubble’a     v = H r

- skład chemiczny Wszechświata Helium-4. [4He/(H+He)] = 0.23skład chemiczny Wszechświata                            Helium 4. [ He/(H He)]  0.23 

Deuterium. [2H/H] = 1.5 x 10-5

Helium-3. [3He/H] = (1.2-15) x 10-5

Li hi 7 l [7Li/H] 9 8Lithium-7. log[7Li/H] = -9.8 

Tritium 3H is unstable with a half-life of 12.46 years. 

- istnienie i własności MPT



Ω = ρ/ρcrit





ΩΛ 0.7

Ωtot 1tot  



Dmitry Ivanovich Mendeleyev (1834-1907)





The chemical composition of the stars 

In the early days of astrophysics, scientists thought that the stars were probably similar to the Earth in 
chemical composition When they passed starlight through a prism and examined the resultingchemical composition. When they passed starlight through a prism and examined the resulting 
spectrum, they found absorption (and occasionally emission) lines of many elements common here on 
Earth. For example, here's a portion of the spectrum of Arcturus (taken from a paper by Hinkle, Wallace 
and Livingstone, PASP 107, 1042, 1995): 



In the nineteen-twenties, Cecilia Payne studied the spectra of stars, and devised a way to figure out the 
temperature and true chemical composition of stars. She concluded that the atmospheres of stars were 

•NOT made up of the same mix of elements as the Earth 

•NOT wildly variable in composition
but in fact, 

•almost entirely hydrogen, in almost all stars 
This was so surprising that scientists ignored or rejected the idea for several years. Eventually, after 
further study confirmed Payne's work, the astronomical community had to concede that the stars were, 
in fact, very different from the Earth. They appeared to be made up of 

•90% hydrogen (by number of atoms) 

•10% helium 

•tiny traces of heavy elements (everything else) 





•Helium-4. [4He/(H+He)] = 0.23 

•Deuterium. [2H/H] = 1.5 x 10-5

•Helium-3. [3He/H] = (1.2-15) x 10-5

•Lithium-7. log[7Li/H] = -9.8 

•Tritium 3H is unstable with a half-life of 12.46 years. 

•Observational Abundances of Light Elements: 2H, 3H, 
3He, 4He, 7Li 

Ωb  ≈ 0.03







Note that the peak wavelength at which a blackbody emits becomes 
shorter as the object becomes warmer: 
Note that the peak wavelength at which a blackbody emits becomes 
shorter as the object becomes warmer: 
Note that the peak wavelength at which a blackbody emits becomes 
shorter as the object becomes warmer: 

Object Temperature (K) Peak wavelength Radiation Object Temperature (K) Peak wavelength Radiation Object Temperature (K) Peak wavelength Radiation 
cold molecular cloud 10 2.9 mm microwave 
warm gas cloud 100 0.29 mm far infrared 
cold molecular cloud 10 2.9 mm microwave 
warm gas cloud 100 0.29 mm far infrared 
cold molecular cloud 10 2.9 mm microwave 
warm gas cloud 100 0.29 mm far infrared 
live human 310 9355 nm infrared 
Sun 5770 530 nm visible 
live human 310 9355 nm infrared 
Sun 5770 530 nm visible 
live human 310 9355 nm infrared 
Sun 5770 530 nm visible 



Podstawowe pojęcia: 

Kosmiczne Mikrofalowe promieniowanie tła relikt WielkiegoKosmiczne Mikrofalowe promieniowanie tła – relikt Wielkiego 
Wybuchu

3 stopnie powyżej zera absolutnego (-270 stopni Celsjusza) 

mm-cm długości falmm-cm długości fal

400 fotonów na centymetr sześcienny

10 biliardów fotonów na sekundę na centymeter kwadratory

Kilka % „śniegu„ na ekranie TV

Temperatura nieco różna w różnych miejscach na niebie - 1 część na
100,000. 





Arno Penzias i Robert Wilson, 1965
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1934:
Richard Tolman shows that blackbody radiation in an expanding universe cools, but retains its thermal distribution and remains a 
blackbody. 
1941:
A d M K ll th it ti f CN d bl t li t th t th " ff ti t t f " i b t 2 3° K [CNAndrew McKellar uses the excitation of CN doublet lines to measure that the "effective temperature of space" is about 2.3° K. [CN 
is the cyanide or nitrile radical] 
1948:
George Gamow, Ralph Alpher, and Robert Herman predict that a Big Bang universe will have a blackbody cosmic microwave 
background with temperature about 5° K. 
1955:
Tigran Shmaonov finds excess microwave emission with a temperature of roughly 3° K. So do several other researchers, starting 
with Andrew McKellar's 1941 observations of the excitation of interstellar CN molecules, but they do not follow through 
sufficiently, until Penzias and Wilson in 1964. 
1964:
A.G. Doroshkevich and Igor Novikov write an unnoticed paper suggesting microwave searches for the blackbody radiation 
predicted by Gamow Alpher and Hermanpredicted by Gamow, Alpher, and Herman. 
1965:
Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson discover the 3° K cosmic microwave background radiation. Through the connection of Bernie 
Burke, Robert Dicke, James Peebles, Roll, and Wilkinson, they learn about and interpret the measurement. 
1966:
Rainer Sachs and Arthur Wolfe theoretically predict microwave background fluctuation amplitudes created by gravitational 
potential variations between observers and the "last scattering surface". 
1968:
Martin Rees and Dennis Sciama theoretically predict microwave background fluctuation amplitudes created by photons traversing 
time-dependent potential wells. 
1969:
R.A. Sunyaev and Yakov Zel'dovich study the inverse Compton scattering of microwave background photons by hot electrons. y y p g g p y
1990:
The COBE satellite shows that the microwave background has a nearly perfect blackbody spectrum and thereby strongly supports 
the hot Big Bang model and the thermal history of the Universe, and constrains the density of the intergalactic medium. 
1992:
The COBE satellite discovers anisotropy in the cosmic microwave background, this strongly supports the Big Bang model, with 
gravitational instability as the source of large scale structure This discovery energizes and motivates the field in both theory andgravitational instability as the source of large scale structure. This discovery energizes and motivates the field in both theory and 
experiment, leading to an explosion of activity. 
2001:
MAP (Microwave Anisotropy Probe) to be launched as a NASA MidEX mission. 
2004:
Planck (Max Planck Surveyor formerly known as COBRAS/SAMBA) to be launched as an ESA (European Space Agency) 
Mission.



In order to make a blackbody spectrum, an object as to be opaque, non-reflective and isothermal. Thus a star, which is opaque, does not produce aIn order to make a blackbody spectrum, an object as to be opaque, non reflective and isothermal. Thus a star, which is opaque, does not produce a 
blackbody spectrum because we can see both cooler outer layers and hotter deeper layers. But even though the temperature of the Universe 
changes as it evolves, with TCMB = To (1+z), the Universe looks isothermal because the redshifting of radiation makes the warmer but redshifted 
distant Universe appear to have exactly the same temperature as the Universe today. 

The first observations of the CMB were made by McKellar using 
interstellar molecules in 1940. The image at right shows a spectrum of 
the star zeta Oph taken in 1940 which shows the weak R(1) line from p ( )
rotationally excited CN. The significance of these data was not 
realized at the time, and there is even a line in the 1950 book Spectra 
of Diatomic Molecules by the Nobel-prize winning physicist Gerhard 
Herzberg, noting the 2.3 K rotational temperature of the cyanogen 
molecule (CN) in interstellar space but stating that it had "only a verymolecule (CN) in interstellar space but stating that it had only a very 
restricted meaning." We now know that this molecule is primarily 
excited by the CMB implying a brightness temperature of To = 2.729 
+/- 0.027 K at a wavelength of 2.64 mm 







Steady-state hypothesis

Fred Hoyle
1915 2001
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Only a very little matter needs to be formed roughly a

James Jeans
Born: 11 Sept 1877 in Ormskirk, Lancashir
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2004)

Only a very little matter needs to be formed, roughly a 
few hundred atoms of hydrogen in the Milky Way Galaxy 
each year



KONTRAST GĘSTOŚCI δρ/ρ

ZIEMIA δρ/ρ ≈ 1029

SŁOŃCE δρ/ρ ≈ 1028

UKŁAD SŁONECZNYUKŁAD SŁONECZNY

GROMADY KULISTEGROMADY KULISTE

GALAKTYKA δρ/ρ ≈ 106

GRUPA LOKALNA

VIRGO δρ/ρ ≈ 103VIRGO δρ/ρ ≈ 10

SUPERGROMADY δρ/ρ ≈ 1 - 10
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... exactly a blackbody spectrum, with a peak wavelength of 1.869 mm, 
corresponding to a temperature of T = 2.725 +/- 0.010 K . 








